Favor those special friends with a starlight party on your 33 Mariner, and you’ll experience an exclusivity you may never have thought was yours.

Imagine. A bridge so expansive that it will seat eight with room to spare. A bridge so versatile that it becomes a sun pad for you and your guests to sunbath in warm and refreshing breezes. A bridge that becomes an extra salon for entertaining and relaxing, or sleeping accommodations merely by adding the full weather enclosure.

Imagine. A single-level cabin with salon/dinette that seats eight or sleeps four. A galley so complete that its stove and oven, upright refrigerator/freezer and storage space offer endless opportunity to entertain in style.

Imagine. A convenient dual access head compartment with a separate shower stall. The adjacent private stateroom has a large double berth, built-in dresser, and an extra large hanging locker.

Imagine. Teak parquet flooring, sumptuous fabrics, rich carpeting, and a panoramic view of your favorite cove from the lounge.

Imagine yourself at the helm, not only the captain of this majestic vessel, but the commander of entertainment the way few have come to know it.

There’s nothing imaginary about it. The Mariner can be yours now.
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36

AFT CABIN

Splendor on a grand scale, rivaled only by the sea and sky themselves, spreads delightfully before your eyes in delicately balanced blends of color, polished teak and fabrics. It encompasses you in the grandeur of the enormous bridge, and in the engulfing panoramas surrounding you. Here, where even wind and sun caress you with respect, is room for six to ideally lounge in the embrace of elegantly upholstered seating.

Perhaps your choice is Plan B with its magnificently raised lounge that seats up to seven passengers who will share a spectacular 360-degree view. Feast your eyes on the gallery in this plan and you'll know instantly that its immense storage space, two refrigerators, and stove/oven are there to meet your every demand.

Whatever your choice in floor plans you will bathe yourself in luxuries few can enjoy. Classic teak panquilt flooring, hand crafted woodworking, accented by plush carpet and furnishings. And total accommodations found only in yachts much larger.

Come to where only the few deserve to be.
And where compromise no longer exists.

SEATING
- Swivel Pilot Seat
- Helm Chair at Lower Station
- Aft Deck Lounger
- Settee
- Sofa (Plan A on 36)
- Decorator Banquet Chair

WEATHER COVERS
- Convertible Top Set
- Hardtop - Fiberglass
- Hardtop Side and Aft Curtain
- Bimini Top
- Bimini Top w/Full Enclosure
- Aft Deck Weather Curtain
- Bridge Cover

HEAD COMPARTMENTS
- Self Contained Head
- Flow Thru Head w/Holding Tank
- Electric Flow Thru Head w/Holding Tank
- Vac-U-Flush Head
- Fore and Aft Head Compartments
- Aux. Waste Holding Tanks

GALLEY & INTERIOR EQUIPMENT
- Electric 3 Burner Stove with Oven
- Alcohol Stove (Recessed)
- Alcohol/Electric Stove (Recessed)
- Propane Stove (Recessed)
- Propane 3 Burner Stove with Oven
- Manual Water System
- Pressure Cold Water System
- Pressure Hot and Cold Water System
- Shower - Pressure Cold Water
- Shower - Pressure Hot and Cold Water
- Refrigerator - Dual Voltage
- Refrigerator - Double Door, Dual Voltage
- Ice Maker
- Air Conditioning
- AM/FM Stereo w/Cassette Player
- Decorator Upholstery, Carpet & Fabrics
- Draperies

Standard & Optional Equipment

- Standard
- Optional

HELM
- Command Bridge
- Dual Station Controls

COMPASS
- 7" Spotlights - Electric Remote
- 5" Spotlights - Electric Remote

TRIM TABS - Electric/Hydraulic

TWIN ENGINE SYNCHRONIZER

ENGINE HOUR METER

HORN - Single Trumpet

HORN - Dual Trumpet

COMPLETE ENGINE INSTRUMENTATION

ANCHOR AND NAVIGATION LIGHTS

ELECTRICAL
- Cabin Lighting
- Dockside Wiring 110V-30A
- Generator
- Battery Charger - 20Amp
- Battery - One (405 cold cranking amps)
- Battery - Two (405 cold cranking amps)

EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT
- Swim Platforms w/Ladder
- Transom Door
- Bow Pulpit
- Safety Rails
- Anti-Skid Decks
- Walk Around Side Decks
- Window Screens
- Electric Windlass
- Anti-Fouling Bottom Paint
- Spring Line Cleats
- Engine Fresh Water Cooling